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THE EXPRESSIVE POWER OF 
SIDE EFFECTS IN PROLOG 
J. A. MAKOWSKY, J.-C. GRiGOIRE,” AND S. SAGIV 
D This paper presents a rigorous framework for studying the influence of 
side effects in logic programming. We exemplify this framework by analyz- 
ing the power of assert and retract restricted to ground clauses. The same 
model can be used to analyze the exact behavior of reconsult and other 
constructs which modify the underlying database. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Given a logic program Z and a query 4, we look at the ye s/no sequences which 
we obtain by repeatedly asking the query q. For pure logic programs C, this 
sequence is constant (or undefined, if the program loops). It is easy to produce 
logic programs containing assert and retract which give nonconstant repetition 
sequences. The following two examples were written in C-PROLOG and tested in 
UNIX environments. 
Example 1.1. A program which gives alternately ye s and no when asked p(a): 
p(a) :- asserta(p(b)), f. 
p(a) :-P(C), retract(p(b)), f. 
p(a) :-p(c), retract(p(c)), f. 
p(a) :-p(b), asserta(p(c)), f. 
p(a):--p(b). 
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Example 1.2. A program which gives 0101101110.. . when asked p(a) (here 0 
stands for no and 1 stands for ye s): 
da11 :-p(e), retract(p(e)), asserta(p(c)), p!(d), f. 
p(a2) :- asserta(p(e)), f. 
p(a3) :-p(b), retract(p(e)), f. 
p(a4):-p(b), asserta(p(c)), retract(p(b)). 
q :- p(a1). 
q :- p(a2). 
q :- p(a3). 
q :- p(a4). 
p(d) :-p(c), asserfa(p(b)), retract(p(c)), p(d). 
We study the complexity of the possible repetition sequences and propose this 
as a measure for the power of side effects in logic programming. Intuitively, a 
programming construct has side effects if its use in programs allows the construc- 
tion of programs with nonconstant repetition sequences. We think of the power of 
side effects as the set of repetition sequences which can be obtained by some 
construct; the maximal side effect is obtained when all recursive sequences are 
obtainable. 
Very often logic programs are used for expert systems. It is essential that such 
systems behave deterministically if queries are asked in situations which the user 
expects to be the same. Verifications of expert systems written in PROLOG 
therefore have to address the behavior of the repetition sequences of logic 
programs. 
It is shown that in most available implementations of PROLOG (C-PROLOG, 
Quintus-PROLOG [3, 1, 21) even Pure Propositional PROLOG augmented with 
assert and retract is capable of generating all recursive repetition sequences. This 
is because these implementations allow for duplication of ground clauses. If we 
remedy this, and repeated assert of the same clause does not add copies of the 
same ground clause, then Pure Propositional PROLOG augmented with assert 
and retract is only capable of generating all ultimately periodic repetition se- 
quences (i.e., sequences generated by finite automata). 
Our results were obtained in summer 1987. Only in fall 1989 did we become 
aware of the work of H. Kleine-Biinning, U. IZwen, and S. Schmitgen [5]. They 
used implicitly similar techniques to ours in proving our result. However, they were 
interested in the problem of termination of programs of Pure Propositional 
PROLOG augmented with assert and retrack, which they show to be undecidable. 
We use these techniques more systematically by first proving analogues to classical 
theorems in computability theory adapted to our framework, which then allow us 
to draw conclusions in a transparent way. 
Our main contribution here, however, does not lie in the coding technique, but 
rather in the attempt at giving a precise definition of the power of side effects in 
terms of the behavior of the repetition sequence. Our main results are adaptations 
of several well-known theorems of automata theory [6] to our concept of repetition 
sequences of logic programs. Such applications are folklore, but have not been 
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spelled out precisely in the logic programming community. The result of this is that 
many discussions on the use of database modifications in logic programs try to 
caution the programmers, but fail to be precise. We hope to remedy this in our 
paper. 
It follows from the translation of these results from automata theory to the 
framework of repetition sequences that checking whether a program in Pure 
Propositional PROLOG augmented with assert and retract has a particular 
behavior in terms of its repetition sequence is undecidable. In particular, checking 
whether it is side-effect-free or loop-free is undecidable. This last result strengthens 
the advice given by E. Shapiro [7] against using assert and retract in PROLOG 
programs, by giving it a theoretical basis. Many other similar statements can be 
proven, once the method is understood. 
Outline of the Paper 
In Section 2, an operational semantics for Proposition PROLOG with assert and 
retract is defined. The register machine is defined in Section 3. In Section 4, we 
encode register machines in Propositional PROLOG with side effects and state 
our versions of classical results of computation theory in terms of the power of side 
effects. In Section 5 we discuss the sensitivity of these results to variations in the 
implementation of PROLOG. We conclude by discussing the relevance of our 
work and directions for further research (Section 6). 
2. PROPOSITIONAL PROLOG 
2.1. The Syntax of Propositional PROLOG 
A program Z in Propositional PROLOG (PP) consists of a finite sequence of 
clauses each of the form 
a:-p,,p,,...,p,. (1) 
The atom a is the head of the clause Cl), and each of the pi in the body is either 
an atom or a database modification. A database modification is either assert(a’) or 
retruct(a’) for an atom a’. The clause (1) is a unit clause when n = 0. In this case, 
the :- is omitted and the clause is written as 
a. 
In contrast to PROLOG, we restrict the database modifications to operate only on 
unit clauses. Pure PP (PPP) is PP without database modifications. 
2.2. Operational Semantics for Propositional PROLOG 
The user makes a query ?-a for an atom a, and the interpreter needs to find 
whether a is evaluated to true in the program 2. First, we consider PPP. In this 
case, the interpreter performs an ordered search in C for a clause whose head is a. 
If such clause is not found, then the interpreter answers no. Otherwise, the 
interpreter selects the first clause and recursively checks from left to right that all 
the pi in the body are evaluated to true. If for some i, the result for pi is no, then 
the interpreter tries the next clause whose head is a, if such exists, or answers no 
for a. 
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assert(a) is evaluated to true in any program Z, and the database is updated by 
adding unit clause a. in an arbitrary place. A restricted Boolean semantics for the 
database modifications is to avoid duplicates, i.e., if a. is a clause in C, then 
assert(u) has no effect. 
retract(u) is evaluated to true in C if 2 contains a unit clause a. and the 
database is updated by deleting an arbitrary unit clause a. from SC. 
2.3. Repetition Sequences 
Our main tool for analyzing side effects of PROLOG programs is repetition 
sequences of ye s/no obtained by repeatedly asking the same query. This is a 
situation which reflects well the interactive use of PROLOG programs in expert 
systems or other database-like nvironments. 
Definition 2.1. The repetition sequence of an atom a for a program 2, u”[Zl, is the 
sequence of ye s/no answers obtained by repeating the query a an infinite 
number of times. The repetition sequence u”[ZZl is truncated the first time the 
query ?-a makes the program loop. Otherwise the repetition sequence 
infinite. 
Definition 2.2. Let s be a ye s/no sequence and s(i) be its ith element. s 
recursive if its characteristic functions are recursive. s is ultimately periodic 
there are natural numbers k, n such that for every i 2 k, s(i + m) = s(i). s 
constant if for every i, s(i) = s(O). 
It is advisable for an expert system to behave in a constant or at least reasonably 
predictable manner when the same query is asked repeatedly. The following are 
some possible notions which capture such behavior: 
Definition 2.3. Let IZ be a PP program, and a a query. 
(1) 2 is side-effect-free for a query a if u”[C] is constant. 
(2) C is side-eficr free if Y, is side-effect-free for every query a, i.e., if u”[C] is 
constant for every query a. 
(3) E is Zoops for a query a if u”[X] is not defined everywhere. 
(4) C is loop-free if for every query a, u”[Z] is finite, i.e., Z does not loop. 
(5) Z is regular for a query a if u”[Z] is infinite and ultimately periodic. 
Example 2.4. The programs in Examples 1.1 and 1.2 are not side-effect-free for 
the query p(u), but they are both loop-free. The program of Example 1.1 is 
regular, but the program of Example 1.2 is not. 
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Proposition 2.5. Let C be a PPP program, and a be a query such that 2 does not 
loop for a. Then IZ is side-effect-free and regular. 
3. REGISTER MACHINES 
In this section we state our definition of register machines and some facts needed 
in the sequel. The counter machines in [6] are very similar to our register machines 
as we use them here. However, we use here the while construct instead of the goto 
statement. 
3.1. Register Machine Programs 
Definition 3.1. The set of programs P, for manipulating registers which hold 
nonnegative integers (or Boolean values) is defined inductively as follows: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
For every i, the increment and decrement statements 
ri := ri + 1 
are both in P,. 
For every i, and a statement S E P,, the while statement 
while r, # 0 do S od 
is in P,. 
If S,, S,. . . ) S, E P,, then their composition 
s,;s,;...;s, 
is also in P,. 
3.2. Operational Semantics of Register Machines 
We will deal with two types of semantics, integer semantics and Boolean semantics. 
The register transformation semantics is the obvious one for integers. For conve- 
nience we define 0 - 1 = 0. In the Boolean case plus 1 is negation and minus 1 
always yields 0. Note that our register machines with the Boolean semantics are 
inherently similar to finite automata. We assume that a program can start with 
arbitrary content of its registers. 
Definition 3.2. Given a program p E P, and a register ri, the repetition sequence 
rim[ p] is the ye s/no sequence obtained by running p an infinite number of 
times, where each time we run p the result is 
(1) yes, if p terminates with ri = 1; 
(2) no, if p terminates with ri = 0; 
(3) undefined, if p does not terminate. 
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3.3. Labeled Register Machine Programs 
In the sequel we shall use labeled register machines, which are defined like register 
machines, but each construct is preceded by a unique label. This will facilitate our 
coding of register machine programs in Propositional PROLOG (PP). The set of 
labeled programs is denoted by L,. 
Example 3.3. The following is a labeled program which multiplies rl by r2 and 
leaves the result in r3, depending on the contents of the registers ri and r2: 
1,: while rl # 0 do 
1,: 
1,: while r2 # 0 do 
1,: 
1,: r3 := r3 + 1 
1,: r, := r, + 1 
1,: r2 := r2 - 1 od 
1,: while r4 # 0 do 
I,,: r2 := r2 + 1 
l,,: r4 := r4 - 1 od 
I,,: rl := rl - 1 od 
3.4. Folklore Results on Register Machines 
The following are well-known folklore facts about register machines adapted to 
what we need in the sequel. They may be found in [6] and [4]. 
Theorem 3.4 (Minsky’s theorem). For every recursive ye s/no sequence s there is a 
program p E P, in the integer semantics such that rt[ p] = s. Obviously rt[ p] = s is 
recursive for every program p E P,, provided it is defined for every repetition. 
Theorem 3.5 (Cobham’s theorem). For every ultimately periodic ye s/no sequence s 
there is a program p E P, in the Boolean semantics such that r:[ p] = s. Obviously 
r;[ p] = s is ultimately periodic for every program p E P,, provided it is defined for 
every repetition. 
Theorem 3.6 (Rice’s theorem). Let S be a set of ye s/no sequences. Let P(S) c P, 
be the set of programs p with the integer semantics such that r:[ p] E S. Then 
either P(S) = 0, P(S) = P,, or P(S) is not recursive. 
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4. MAIN RESULTS 
4.1. Counting in PP 
The constructs a~.rert and retract increase the expressive power of PP by giving the 
ability to count. To make this precise, we put: 
Definition 4.1. The atom a has the value k after the atom a’ (a’ b a = k) if a’ is 
evaluated to true 
succeeds exactly k 
and, after a’ has been evaluated to true, the query ?-q 
times, where 
q :- retract(u). 
4.2. Coding of Register Machines in PP 
Let p E L, be a labeled program. Without loss of generality, let 1, be the label of 
the program. We shall now construct a PP program C(p) as follows: For every 
register ri, C(p) will include an atom ri such that ri = k after the execution of p if 
and only if 1, K ri = k. More precisely: 
Definition 4.2. Let p E P, be a labelled register program. The PP program P(p) is 
defined inductively as follows: 
(1) For p = I : rr := ri + 1, P(p) is the singleton sequence 
I :- assert ( ri) . 
For p = 1: ri := ri - 1, P(p) is the sequence 
1 :- retract ( ri) . 
1. 
(2) 
(3) 
(2) For p z 1: while ri # 0 do S od, where S is labeled by I,, P(p) is the 
sequence 
I:- r,,l,,l. 
1. 
P(S) 
(4) 
(3) For the composition p = I : S, ; S, where Si is labeled by I,,, i = 1,2, P(p) is 
the sequence 
I :- ls,, I&. 
P(S,) (5) 
P(h) 
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Example 4.3. The following is the translation of Example 3.3 into a PP program: 
1, :- rl, I,, 1,. 
1 1’ 
1, :- L&3,4,. 
1, I-- r2, l,, 1,. 
1 3. 
1, :- I,, I,, I,. 
1, :- assert(r,). 
1, :- assert(r,). 
1, :- retract(r,). 
1 7. 
1, :- r4, I,, 1,. 
1 8. 
1, :- l,ot 11,. 
I,, :- assert(r,). 
l,, :- retract(r,). 
1 11’ 
I,, :- retruct(r,). 
1 12’ 
Notice that the order imposed on the clauses is artificial. In fact, the only 
relevant order is the one between the first two clauses in (3) and in (4). 
4.3. Properties of the Coding 
The following establishes the correctness of the coding in terms of the behavior of 
the counters. 
Proposition 4.4 (Correctness of the coding). For euery program p E P, with label 1 
with the integer semantics (Boolean semantics) and for every register r,, p 
terminates with ri = k iff in P(p), 1 K r, = k (with the restricted Boolean semantics). 
PROOF. Straightforward by structural induction. 0 
To establish the correctness of the coding in terms of repetition sequences we 
need the following modification: 
Definition 4.5. Let p E P, be a register program labeled by 1, ri a register, and 
P(p) the transformation of p into a PP program. We define Q(p, ri) to be the 
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PP program 
q :- 1, ri 
P(P) 
The following theorem shows the close relationship between repetition se- 
quences of register programs and PP programs. 
Theorem 4.6 (Correctness of the coding, continued). For both integer and Boolean 
semantics we have: For every program p E P, labeled by 1 and for every register ri, 
r,? [ p] = qm [ Q( p)] (with the restricted Boolean semantics). 
PROOF. Straightforward by structural induction. 0 
4.4. Folklore Results Revisited 
The above theorem allows us immediately to translate the theorems of Minsky, 
Cobham, and Rice into theorems about PP. 
Theorem 4.7 (Minsky’s theorem for PP). For every recursive ye s/no sequence s 
there is a program C E PP and a query a such that a”[Z] = s. Obviously a”[C] = s 
is recursive for every program C E PPP, provided it is defined for every repetition. 
Theorem 4.7 (Cobham’s theorem for PP). For every ultimately periodic ye s/no 
sequence s there is a program Z E PP and a query a such that, in the Boolean 
semantics, a-[ X] = s. Obviously am[ C] = s is ultimately periodic for every program 
C E PP and every query a, provided it is defined for every repetition. 
Theorem 4.9 (Rice’s theorem for PP). Let S be a set of ye s/no sequences. Let 
P(S, a) c PP be the set of programs x such that affi[ Z] E S. Then either P(S) = 0, 
P(S) = PP, or P(S) is not recursive. 
Rice’s theorem for PP allows us to draw several conclusions which illustrate the 
power of assert and retract. 
Theorem 4.10. The following properties of PP programs in the integer semantics are 
not recursive : 
(1) the set of loop-free programs; 
(2) the set of programs loop-free for a specific query; 
(3) the set of side-effect-free programs; 
(4) the set of programs side-effect-free for a spec$c query; 
(5) the set of programs which are regular for a specific query. 
5. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES 
The question arises, to what extent our results are independent on the place where 
the assert places the asserted unit clause in the database, or which unit clause is 
retracted. We claim that our results are not affected by such placing strategies. 
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More precisely we define 
Definition 5.1. A PP program P has only simple database modifications if for every 
atom a and occurrence of assert(a) or retract(a) in P, a occurs only as a unit 
clause in P. 
Note that every PPP program trivially has only simple database modifications. 
The main motivation for the definition of simple database modifications is given 
in the following proposition. 
Proposition 5.2. The order of asserts and retracts of unit clauses in PPprograms with 
simple database modifications is irrelevant. 
Lemma 5.3. For every p E P,, P(p) in Definition 4.2 has simple database modifica- 
tions. 
PROOF. The only asserted/retracted atoms are those which correspond to regis- 
ters, and no such atom appears in the head of a clause. q 
Theorem 5.4. Even for PP programs with simple database modifications, the proper- 
ties loop-free, side-effect-free, and regular and their invariants are not recursive. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
We have introduced a formal definition of side effects in PROLOG programs in 
terms of the behavior of the repetition sequences. We have adapted the theorems 
of Minsky, Cobham, and Rice to this framework and shown how they can be used 
to prove various undecidability results concerning side effects or to measure the 
expressive power of side effects. 
The techniques proposed are extremely flexible and should encourage the 
reader to extend this line of analysis of side effects to other situations. They should 
also facilitate his understanding of the problems involved in debugging expert 
systems written in PROLOG with liberal use of database-manipulating features. 
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